
Pandora Park Community Garden  
Conflict Resolution Guidelines – August 2011 draft 

 
Section One - What are our principles, what are the objectives of the garden? 

 

Pandora Park Community Garden Society will: 

• provide an opportunity for local residents to grow affordable organic produce, flowers and herbs; 

• provide an informal, safe environment and occasion for horticultural, social, educational and 

community interaction between gardeners and between the gardeners and the public, to build 

community in the Hastings Sunrise area; 

• provide an opportunity for environmentally sound organic food production, given that locally 

grown food can help mitigate the process of global warming through the emission of 

transportation-related greenhouse gasses;  

• add to the aesthetics of the surrounding community. 

 

Section Two – General steps to follow when dealing with conflict 

 

Much of conflict resolution has to do with parking our emotional baggage, being able to listen, focus on 

the facts, and explore where there are gains for each other. We would like to suggest the following 

general principles when dealing with a conflict:  

………………………………………………. 
 

If members of the garden or the community are having difficulties with each other, then some steps 

that may be helpful are: 

1. Speak directly to one another.  If a person is having an issue with another person, she/he 
speaks directly to the other person about the concerns. (This sounds obvious, but we know how 

much easier it is to talk about someone that it is to talk with someone.) During conversation, we 

ask you to speak using “I” statements (“I feel hurt and unappreciated when not included in 

decisions that have to do with my project.”) We also ask you to listen actively by setting aside 

personal opinions and hearing what another person is feeling. Active listening also asks us not to 

prepare what we are going to say in response to the other person while they are speaking.  

2. Ask for third party support.    If a person can’t speak directly to someone alone due to fear or 
difficulty articulating when they are upset, then they can ask a neutral third person to mediate a 

meeting.  Often the third person need not do anything but be a witness to the event.  The act of 

witnessing can create an atmosphere of safety and honesty that can help people move through 

issues. 

3. Convene a conflict resolution committee hearing, if necessary.  If the third party meeting 

does not help move the issue, the problem can be brought to a conflict resolution committee (in 

the case of Pandora Park Community Garden, the Executive Committee) which “hears” both 

sides of the issue and gives recommendations for resolution. 

4. Implement a resolution.  The people engaged in the conflict can voluntarily implement the 
solutions offered by the committee. If they refuse, then the whole group minus the complainants 

can take up the issue and decide to require the implementation of the resolution steps or the 

ejection of one or all of the parties in conflict. 

5. Engage in whole group reflection.  If the resolutions succeed then the parties in conflict and 
perhaps the whole group can reflect on what they can do in the future to avoid such problems.  
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Section Three: Sample Scenarios 

 

Internal Conflict 

 



Scenario A - Gardener 1 is unhappy that Gardener 2 has planted tall crops that block the sunlight from 

their plot. 

Possible Steps to Resolution – Gardener 1 should start by talking to Gardener 2, pointing out that 

there are provisions in the User Agreement that request all gardeners be respectful of their neighbours’ 

growing conditions. If Gardener 2 refuses to change their practises, or argues that the crops are not too 

tall, it should be taken to the Executive Committee. 

 

Scenario B – Gardener 1 feels that Gardener 2 is not taking proper care of the plot, allowing weeds to 

grow and spread to their own plot. 

Possible Steps to Resolution – Gardener 1 should start by talking to Gardener 2, pointing out that 

there are provisions in the User Agreement that provide guidelines for avoiding weeds. Gardener 1 

could also explore the reasons for Gardener 2’s perceived neglect, and perhaps offer to help or mitigate 

the problem. If Gardener 2 refuses to change their practises, it should be taken to the Executive 

Committee.  

 

External Conflict 

 

Scenario C – A non-gardening community member arrives at the garden and begins to tell Gardener 1 

that people in the community are opposed to the garden. The community member becomes more and 

more aggressive, and eventually Gardener 1 begins to feel threatened. 

Possible Steps to Resolution – If at any time Gardener 1 feels unsafe, the police should be called in 

through 911. It’s important that gardeners don’t take on the issues that come at them from the 

community at large – the Executive Committee has community relations as part of its mandate, and will 

take care of any conflicts arising from the general population. Gardener 1 should record the incident in 

as much detail as possible in the Incident Log Book in the shed, or in an email to a member of the 

Executive Committee. This information should include – date, time, description of the individual, and as 

objective an account of events as possible.  

 

 

Section Four: Structures in Place for Conflict Resolution 

 

Pandora Park Community Garden Society does not have a specific Conflict Resolution Committee – 

those duties fall to the Executive Committee. We encourage gardeners to keep a written record of 

conflicts they have, in the Incident Log Book in our shed or in an email to an Executive Committee 

member. If conflicts are of a confidential nature, the gardener may write to a member of the Executive 

Committee by email, and the matter can be discussed at an Executive Committee meeting. A map of 

the garden with gardeners’ names attached to each plot is posted in the shed. 

 

That being said, we may want to consider in the future setting up a conflict resolution committee, 

following the model below: 

………………………………………………………… 

Example of a committee setting: 

CONFLICT RESOLUTION COMMITTEE AND PROCESS 

 That all issues of conflict, whether they are of a personal nature or related to existing group 

policy, will be referred to the Conflict Resolution Process for consideration and further action.  If 

a member declines to refer an issue to the Conflict Resolution Committee, it may not be raised 

elsewhere. 

    

 The role of the Conflict Resolution Committee is to help settle disputes between individuals 

within the group and between individuals and the group as a whole.  The members of this 

committee should have some experience in mediation, and demonstrate the ability to maintain 

neutrality when considering the issue at hand. 

 

 Two Committee members are elected from within the group.  In certain circumstances, the 

group may also consider engaging someone from outside the group. 

 



 A dispute within the group that cannot be resolved by the individuals involved should be brought 

to a member of the Conflict Resolution Committee.  The Conflict Resolution Committee member 

will attempt to engage the persons involved in a conflict resolution process. 

 

 When a complaint arises, the Conflict Resolution Committee member listens, then creates the 

conditions for the resolution of the complaint.  These conditions may take the form of 

clarification and explanation, of actual mediation, of policy recommendations to the group, or of 

any other activity which positively addresses the complaint.  The Conflict Resolution Committee 

members may wish to consult with each other 

 

 If the Conflict Resolution Committee members are unable to resolve a conflict, or if resolution 

requires a change in group policy or adoption of a new policy, the Conflict Resolution Committee 

members will bring the case to the Admin Committee, with a recommendation to the whole 

group at a General Meeting 

 


